Episode 54 – Don’t Mention Fuel Burn Again
Coming Up
Chris: This is Sidepodcast, Episode 54 ‐ Don’t Mention Fuel Burn Again. Coming up on today’s show the latest testing
news, 2008 regulation changes and your Australia predictions.
Intro
Me: I know what you’re doing, it’s not big, it’s not clever.
Chris: Are you missing something?
Me: I appear to be without show notes.
Chris: Really?
Me: Just because a couple of people suggested you should steal them from me.
Chris: They said that would be a good way to shut you up.
Me: But now, see, I don’t know what’s going on in the show, I don’t know what’s coming up, I don’t know what
we’ve got going on.
Chris: I’m sure you’ll think of something.
Good Week/Bad Week
Chris: It’s been a good week for Williams, as they announced two new sponsors this week, both very fashionable
ones as well. Mydiamonds.com is a new jewellery website and All Saints is a...
Me: Church.
Chris: No.
Me: Girl group.
Chris: No, it’s a fashion label. That’d be quite cool though. You might find Nakajima breaking out into Never Ever in
the interviews and stuff.
Me: Sweet.
[Audio Clip: Never Ever by All Saints]
Chris: It’s been a bad week for Ron Dennis as speculation has been mounting that he’s going to be fired. Martin
Whitmarsh has told us all to hush and that Dennis has the backing of the shareholders and he’s not going anywhere.
Today in the Sunday Times, Richard Ray is suggesting that Ron Dennis will step aside of his own accord this week.
Me: You know what I think he needs? I think he needs a year off. Go fishing like Ross Brawn did. Did him good,
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maybe that’s what Ron needs.
Chris: Dan Cross on Facebook said: “Why don’t they just admit that the whole Stepney‐gate affair has taken it’s toll
on Ron and the team and it’s in the best interests for them both for him to step aside, rather than sugar coat the
whole thing.”
Me: It’s a good point.
Chris: It’s been a good week for Super Aguri who say they will be at the grid in Melbourne.
Me: Told you.
Chris: They’re not gonna win it.
Me: Yea, they are, I think they’ve got a top secret car and they’re going to debut it on the race weekend and they’re
going to win it hands down.
Chris: Right, okay. It’s been a bad week for Silverstone, as the decision to let them go ahead with the circuit
upgrades is now being reviewed by the local council. Residents complained, blah, blah, blah.
Me: Yea, apparently their views weren’t being heard.
Chris: No one cares.
Me: It’s the noisy engines, that’s what did it.
News and Views
Chris: This week McLaren appear to have been visited by the mafia.
Me: You can’t say that.
Chris: No, it was the Italian police, they went to the factory and they also visited the homes of some of the staff.
Me: That is weird, why have they done that?
Chris: I can’t imagine why they would do that.
Me: They must be after the bad press. I can’t think of any other reason, unless they think well, we found that dossier
in Stepney’s house because he was too dumb to hide it, we might find all of the other McLaren employees are too
dumb to hide any other information they have stashed.
Chris: They did say that they’ve found evidence to suggest that top bods at McLaren were involved in the espionage.
Then McLaren denied the claim and said they were going to the Home Office about the way the Italians had been
conducting the investigation.
Me: Ouch.
Chris: Now the Italians are saying their comments had been misunderstood. I just get the feeling this espionage thing
is never going away.
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Me: No, 2008 is all about the espionage, we’ve been there before.
Chris: I’m just sick of it.
Me: Yea, it suits certain teams right now. I’m sure the timing is not coincidental and really, just get back to the
racing.
[Sweeper]
Chris: In testing this week, Coulthard had a sore neck, took the day off.
Me: That’s lame. You had a sore neck the other week, you still did this show.
Chris: I did, yea, it was good for Vettel though, because he got to have a go in the Red Bull.
Me: How did he do?
Chris: He did well, he enjoyed it and he came seventh fastest. You know we’re worried about Trulli?
Me: Oh last week, he’s losing his mind.
Chris: Yea, he was fastest on the last day of testing. I reckon Toyota are just messing with his head.
Me: What, one day they slow him down, the next day they speed him up, and he doesn’t know why.
Chris: He must be really confused.
Me: Don’t tell me, he does the same thing every day, sometimes the car’s fast, sometimes it’s slow.
Chris: Hamilton probably isn’t losing his mind, because he was fastest for two out of the three days.
Me: He did pretty well, didn’t he?
Chris: That makes sense, everyone is talking about him, though. Flavio said that the feud between him and Alonso
must be over now they are in two different teams.
Me: What?
Chris: That doesn’t make sense at all.
Me: This feud is going to run and run and run all season long. If Alonso’s in a competitive car, it’s not the end of it.
Chris: Alonso was being nice about him though, he said he reckoned Hamilton could win the driver’s championship,
although his money’s actually on Raikkonen. Also talking about Hamilton, ex‐Formula 1 driver Alain Prost said the
driver aids ban will be in his favour.
Me: That’s ex‐Formula 1 driver and former team boss, unusual for him to have an opinion on anything. Normally,
quiet as a mouse. Rarely see him around the Formula 1 paddock.
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Chris: I think Hamilton brings out opinions in everyone.
Me: Is that right?
Chris: On one of the corners at Barcelona, they tested out an electronic flag.
Me: Digital lights, on a Grnd Prix circuit, that’s absolutely bleeding edge, isn’t it? Why didn’t they think of that
before?
Chris: It’s a really good idea. The screens are placed at braking zones and they display green, red, blue and yellow.
They can be controlled from a central location, so presumably by the Race Director and if that technology goes
ahead it can be integrated into the driver’s steering wheel.
Me: They’ve been talking about these for ages and ages and ages. I cannot believe they haven’t brought them in
already. It’s a complete no‐brainer, it makes a lot of sense. What are they waiting for?
[Sweeper]
Chris: The Williams teams are usually quite tight‐lipped when it comes to drivers, but this week they’ve let slip two
revelations.
Me: What did they have to say?
Chris: Frank Williams said he was surprised to keep Nico Rosberg for 2009, which I find a bit odd, because 2009 is not
yet.
Me: No, no, he’s obviously thinking a long way ahead.
Chris: Rosberg has extended his contract but we all know how much contract’s actually mean.
Me: It’s just a piece of paper.
Chris: Williams did mention an offer from “you‐know‐who” which is obviously McLaren, and apparently it was of
majestic proportions, but they turned it down.
Me: That may be true but I don’t think Nico Rosberg would have wanted to go to McLaren this year and I don’t think
he would have wanted to be team mate to Lewis Hamilton. So, although it was a great offer, I’m sure it was a huge
sum of money, I don’t think Frank had the deciding vote in it all.
Chris: Also, Patrick Head has said that Williams could have signed up Lewis Hamilton in 2004 but then partner’s
BMW rejected the idea.
Me: Whoops.
Chris: Apparently, Hamilton fell out with McLaren while he was in Formula 3 and he and his father came for a tour of
the Williams factory, but Mario Theissen said they weren’t in a position to be able to support Hamilton and finance
his racing.
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Me: I don’t think that jump is ever very likely, but I will say that the hurt between Williams and BMW seems to run
very deep because any opportunity that Williams have of twisting the knife when it comes to BMW, they’re always
more than willing to do so.
Chris: I’m not sure that BMW care though, I think it just goes right over their heads.
Regulations
Chris: In our build up to the 2008 season, we’ve looked at the drivers, we’ve looked at the teams, now we’re going to
take a look at the regulation changes that they’re gonna have to put up with. We’ll look at the technical regulations
first and the sporting regulations afterwards, and we’re starting with the engine homologation. The homologation
perimeter has been widened, which means it encompasses more of the engine, and it will be frozen for the next five
years.
Me: That’s an okay compromise. That’s not ten years, but it doesn’t really help innovation and the drive for more
efficient engines.
Chris: Teams are now able to make the first engine change of the season without penalty.
Me: Yea, we’ve covered this. Rubbish.
Chris: Yea, it doesn’t make sense.
Me: Silly, pointless, hard to keep up with. I did hear something that really confused me the other day, and that is it’s
down to the team and not the driver. I’m not sure if that’s true because Max said it was definitely the driver who
would get the engine change, but then somebody else told me it was actually just one per team, in which case,
which driver gets it? So, I don’t know if anyone can maybe clarify that or leave us a comment and let us know what
the actual rule is, but as far as I’m aware, there’s still a little bit of confusion over that.
Chris: The changes are to prevent teams spending too much money for very little return.
Me: Yea, but it really does stifle innovation, I mean it’s saving them money, on the other hand, the engines aren’t
getting anymore efficient, while the rest of the world’s engines are.
Chris: Not really increasing F1’s road relevance. This year, all the team’s have to use a standard ECU.
Me: SECU.
Chris: Bless you. All components of the engine and gearbox, including clutch, must be controlled by the standard
ECU, made by Microsoft‐MES.
Me: Where? Tell me where Microsoft are in this whole deal, because I’ve heard nothing from them. No PR, no chest
beating, no sponsorship whatsoever, it’s almost as if they’re not involved at all.
Chris: What are you saying it’s made by McLaren?
Me: Well, we know that the main central box is a McLaren product, but Microsoft are supposed to be doing all the
back‐end bits, like the databases and all the tools that aggregate all the information.
Chris: On Access?
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Me: No, well...
Chris: I hope not.
Me: Something maybe a little bit more stable than the things they usually churn out, but I would have thought there
would be more press. I would have thought they’d be shouting about it and there’d be more advertising and they’d
want to be more involved. At the moment, they aren’t.
Chris: I listen to a lot of tech podcasts, and no one’s ever mentioned it, so from the Microsoft side of things, no one
outside the Formula 1 world seems to have heard of it.
Me: Maybe the impending departure of Ron Dennis will bring Microsoft out of the woodwork.
Chris: They’ll be in need of some good press by then.
Me: Oh yes they will.
Chris: Renault have said that the standard ECU means a weight gain of over 35% and it’s costing them 0.4 seconds a
lap. That’s quite a lot.
Me: It is if it’s costing them 0.4 seconds over McLaren, who are more familiar with the product. If it’s costing
everybody 0.4 seconds, it’s not a big deal.
Chris: The ECU also eliminates traction control and engine braking but some drivers, one driver in particular, he
thinks it can be circumvented.
Me: But we’ve already established he’s losing his mind.
Chris: Yea. The cars have to have higher cockpit sides this year, to protect the driver’s head more. They’re 20mm
higher than in 2007 and apparently it’s led to lots of questions about where to put the mirrors.
Me: Not much to say about that really, other than next year they’ll be wrapping them in cotton wool.
Chris: There’s a restriction on materials allowed to build the car, there’s a list of things permitted. Because some
teams were using expensive materials in small quantities and of course, we don’t want them spending too much.
Me: The FIA have been doing this for a very long time, it wasn’t so very long ago they banned barilium for use in
Formula 1 engines, so it’s just an evolution of that process. I’ll tell you what is weird, is that in the technical
regulations, it states that a list of permitted materials is available in the appendix and I looked for an appendix and
there isn’t one, so if anybody knows what the list of permitted materials is, please let us know and also tell us where
you found it, because I can’t see it for nothing.
Chris: The last technical regulation we’ll look at is bio‐fuels. 5.75% of fuel must come from biological sources and
that’s in anticipation of that being normal for road cars in 2010.
Me: Quite a brave decision, given the questions currently being raised over the sustainability of biofuels in the long
term. Couple that with a freeze on engine innovation and you start to wonder whether or not the FIA are really
understanding the issues they’re trying to solve here.
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Chris: We’ll take a look at the sporting regulation changes and your feedback after this short break.
[Jingle: “If you don’t have the time to trawl through website after website looking for Formula 1 news, let F1 Minute
do the hard work for you. Delivered to your ears every weekday, F1 Minute is 60 seconds of headlines, keeping you up
to date with drivers, teams, rules, regulations, testing, races, launches, results, quotes, anything you can think of.
Visit F1Minute.com for all the details and to find the latest show.”]
Chris: Well done for sticking with us through all the boring technical regulation stuff, now we’ll have a look at the
more interesting sporting regulation changes. First up, there are exemptions from the testing allowance, it now
excludes demonstration events using tyres specifically provided for the demonstration purpose, and it excludes any
young driver training which is a driver who hasn’t competed in F1 or tested for 4 days in the previous 2 years. This is
good because it removes one of the barriers to entry for new drivers.
Me: Yea, they’re limited though, aren’t they? What are they limited by?
Chris: 350km during evaluation days.
Me: Okay, well that is enough to get their eye in, I suppose, and it does encourage the introduction of fresh faces
into the sport, which is always a good thing.
Chris: Teams are only allowed two cars available to them at races now, which means there’s no more spare cars.
Me: When was the last time you saw anybody use a spare car?
Chris: I seem to remember Montoya running somewhere, somewhen.
Me: Oh, he did, no he did, he broke down on the grid or something, had to run across, jump over the wall and jump
into the spare car. No, he did, that was a long time ago though. Nine times out of ten they are a complete waste of
space, so that’s a good thing. Less baggage.
Chris: Drivers are only allowed one gearbox for four consecutive events, and if they have to change it, it’s a five place
drop on the starting grid. Apparently if they don’t finish the race, they get to start with a new gearbox, which doesn’t
make sense.
Me: I guess that the pain of missing out on a race finish, it seems like you’ve already been hurt enough and therefore
no need to infringe you twice.
Chris: I think it’s gonna make everything more confusing, with who’s on which race. Is this his third race, his fourth
race, is he starting with a new gearbox?
Me: Free engine.
Chris: Who knows?
Me: Yea, it’s almost going to be impossible. We’re going to have lots and lots of lists and most of the race podcasts, I
imagine, will be, this driver started on this, and this strategy, and therefore all these different things affect this
particular... it’s crazy rules, but in the name of efficiency, in the name of cost saving, I guess something had to be
done.
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Chris: The qualifying format has changed slightly, the sessions now run 20 minutes, 15 minutes, and then 10
minutes, and cars may not have fuel added to or removed between the end of qualifying and the start of the race.
Me: Yea, the subtext of this really should read: Don’t Mention Fuel Burn Again. Formula 1 doesn’t burn fuel
unnecessarily, and therefore they’re just shortening and tweaking qualifying in order to prove that point.
Chris: It does mean that drivers probably won’t be sitting at the end of the pitlane waiting for it to open, because
they don’t need to maximise their number of laps.
Me: No, it’s going to be worth watching what each of the teams do in the first couple of races and no doubt the best
strategy will evolve as the season progresses, but I want to see is who gets it right in the first place. They’ve all been
testing and they’ve all been doing their simulated qualifying runs, which team has got it on the money?
Feedback
[Audio Clip: Rocky Theme Tune]
Chris: We asked for your predictions and boy did we get them. I’ve never seen it but I’m told that Rocky has a good
montage scene.
Me: You’ve never seen Rocky?
Chris: No.
Me: It doesn’t matter, because I’m sure this montage will beat anything Rocky ever did.
Chris: Here are the Sidepodcast listener’s predictions for the Australian Grand Prix 2008.
[Begin Voicemails]
Alex: Hi, it’s Alex Andronov from SofaF1.com in the UK, and my predictions for the top three finishers in Australia
are, third place Felipe Massa, Ferrari, second place Lewis Hamilton, McLaren, and first place, Kimi Raikkonen, also for
Ferrari.
Brendan: Dear Sidepodcast, this is your Atlanta correspondent speaking. The world champion this year for the
drivers is going to be Mr Hamilton. I would place a side bet on that fellow Nico Rosberg.
Poppy: Hello, this is Poppy Porter, I’m just calling to give you my predictions for the top three finishers in Australia. I
think Nico Rosberg might come third, and Jenson Button, come on he’s got to come second some time, maybe not
first, but I’d like to see him there. And first, I think that chocolate Ferrari, well, actually no, Kimi Raikkonen, he’s
going to have his foot to the floor, because he’s got something to prove.
Shaun: Hello, this is Shaun from Shaun’s Bicester Info Blog, and my predictions for the top three finishers in Australia
are, third place Robert Kubica, second place Kimi Raikkonen, and first place Lewis Hamilton.
Michael: Hello Sidepodcast, this is Michael calling in with my predictions for the Australian Grand Prix. Third, I think
it will be Hamilton, second Massa, and I think it will be a Ferrari 1‐2, so I give first place to Kimi Raikkonen.
Ollie: Hey guys, hey Sidepodcast listeners, it’s Ollie and I’m from BlogF1.co.uk and this is what I think the podium’s
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gonna look like at the Australian Grand Prix this year. Barring weird circumstances, it’s going to be red and silver this
year but that does mean I get to be a little bit hopeful and I’m going to suggest Heikki for the win. Next up I think it’s
going to be a Ferrari but I don’t really know which one. I’ll plum for Raikkonen just because he’ll have confidence
from last year and for third, I’m gonna go for Hamilton. I think McLaren are gonna bounce back from everything that
happened last year.
John: Hi, I’m John and my predictions for the top three finishers in Australia are third place Massa, second place
Hamilton and first place Raikkonen.
Blue Orange Lion: Hello, I’m the Blue Orange Lion and my predictions for the top three finishers in Australia are third
place Fernando Alonso, second place Kimi Raikkonen and first place Heikki Kovalainen.
Marcus: Hi Christine, it’s Marcus from F1Punter.com, and I wanted to give you my 1‐2‐3 for the Australian Grand
Prix. It’ll come as no surprise that I think the race will be between the Ferrari’s and McLaren’s, however Felipe Massa
has a poor record in Australia and he’s the one that I will be opposing. So, in third place I’m going to put Heikki
Kovalainen because he’d like to prove himself to his fans after his debut last year, I expect him to go well. In second
place, I’ll put Lewis Hamilton, he should have the edge over his team mate early in the season, and that leaves Kimi
Raikkonen to take the chequered flag. He was on pole here last year, and drove the fastest lap on his way to victory.
It will come as no surprise he’ll be on there again this year.
Steven: Hello, Steven Roy here, I’ve been meaning to call for a few days. My forecast for Australia after much
debate, Lewis Hamilton to win, Raikkonen second, and Kovalainen third.
[End Voicemails]
Chris: Thank you to everyone who called in or emailed me their voicemails.
Me: Best response ever.
Chris: I think it’s the most number of voicemails we’ve ever got.
Me: There’s still time to call in though, it’s not Australia yet, and if you haven’t already done so and you want to be
on the show, what number do they need to call?
Chris: 0121 28 TRACK.
Me: We are having some Skype issues, though, aren’t we? With just a couple of users.
Chris: Apparently if you’re calling from Skype to our Skype voicemail, it might fail.
Me: Yea, although we’ve had quite a few successes using that method, so it’s not everybody, what have we had
three failures we know of so far.
Chris: I think so, but we’ve tested it and it works, so we can’t narrow it down.
Me: Definitely Skype is a bit flaky, there’s not a lot we can do about it at the moment, but we are trying to find an
alternative solution for anyone who is having problems. So do let us know if you’re struggling and we’ll try and help
you out.
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Chris: If you have a way of recording your message, you can always email it to me.
Me: And that’s almost guaranteed to work, isn’t it?
Chris: Yep. Listening to the predictions we’ve had so far, it looks like Lewis Hamilton and Kimi Raikkonen feature a
lot, but Alonso’s not really in there.
Me: No, but remember, we are going to hold you to these and maybe after the race we’ll come back and see who
was right.
[Sweeper]
Chris: We had some voicemails that weren’t predictions, our first one is from Alex about the madness that is Trulli.
[Begin Voicemail]
Alex: Hi, this is Alex Andrenov from SofaF1.com, and I’m calling in to say thank you for an excellent show, really love
the podcast, I think everything about it is really great. And secondly to say if Trulli doesn’t think that he can win
because the Ferrari is so fast and maybe even cheating, maybe it’s time for him to just retire and not bother taking
part at all.
[End Voicemail]
Me: And he’s been at it again this week. Didn’t he say that he thought Toyota were going to raise some eyebrows
this season?
Chris: He also said this quote: “It’s like a real racing car. You change things and you can feel the difference. If we
make very, very tiny changes, even by mistake, I can feel it straight away. This is a very good feeling for me and the
team.”
Me: So what he’s basically saying is he’s liking the mistakes.
Chris: The mistakes are making things better apparently.
Me: And he can feel it. He can really feel it.
Chris: We had another message from Dave in New Zealand about the Melbourne race.
[Begin Voicemail]
Dave: G’day Sidepodcast, my name’s Dave and I’m from Christchurch in New Zealand, the other side of the world. I
thought since the season’s just about to start, I’d share a few thoughts on the Melbourne Grand Prix. I went last year
and like everyone says the number’s were down. It’s the first time that I can remember that the Grand Prix wasn’t
billed as the premiere sports event of the time, remembering that the swimming championships were on. Although
everyone down here thinks that Melbourne are sports mad, just don’t think they had the numbers to handle both
events at the same time.
[End Voicemail]
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Chris: He did carry on but the quality deteriorates somewhat. He basically said that the event doesn’t have enough
supporting races to make it worthwhile for his mates to travel from New Zealand.
Me: So what we’re saying is we agree with Bernie that the organisers can’t promote a Grand Prix properly.
Chris: We don’t agree with Bernie, that doesn’t happen.
Me: Oh, it’s all gone wrong now, hasn’t it?
Chris: Our last voicemail is from Ollie at Blog F1, with a little bit of cross promotion.
[Begin Voicemail]
Ollie: If you enjoy reading Christine’s posts on the Sidepodcast website, you might want to head over to Blog F1 on
Friday 7th, this coming Friday, because we’ve got a little treat in store for you, just before the weekend. Thanks guys,
take care everyone.
[End Voicemail]
Me: All your worlds collide.
[Sweeper]
Chris: I posted a discussion on Facebook about whether anybody had met any Formula 1 drivers, and Joel sent me
this email. It’s quite long but it’s a great story, so I will share it with you.
Me: I’m sitting comfortably, please begin.
Chris: “My girlfriend and I have met nearly every driver in the last two seasons. I’ll qualify this statement by pointing
out that they were at work and so were we. We were paddock marshals at the US GP in Indianapolis for the 2006
and 2007 seasons. We fulfil many roles during the race weekends and my favourite is the pusher team. During Q1
and Q2, Charlie Whiting randomly sends drivers to parc ferme to be weighed. Our job as pushers, is to get the cars
onto the scales for a quick weigh‐in, then pull them off so they can return to qualifying. You rarely see this on TV. I’m
sure this is disrupting to the teams qualifying strategy and you can sense that in the driver’s too. Some drivers are
quite deliberate about placing one tyre on the ramp and letting the pushers do the rest. Others will drive up the
narrow metal planks and abruptly stop short of the scales, as if to say hurry up. As a pusher, you simply grab a wing
and push or pull, whatever the case may be. At the end of the qualifying sessions, the drivers, fans and media
disperse and we are left with a field of cars to once again weigh as well as measure for technical regulations. We’re
still somewhat new to this so pushing around the cars is an incredible experience and if the drivers had the time to
lift their visors, we would certainly say hello.”
Me: That is an absolutely brilliant story, I never for one second imagine the marshals would speak to the drivers. Do
you think they nod back?
Chris: I bet Button does, he’s nice.
Me: I am slightly confused as to which approach is better though, should the driver put the wheel at the bottom of
the ramp, or should they drive up and say hurry up?
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Chris: I think it’s probably quite difficult for the driver to drive up little narrow ramps.
Me: I feel really self‐conscious now, I bet next time the drivers come to the plank they’re going to worry. If they’ve
listened to this show, they’re going to think, should I drive up the ramp, should I stop at the ramp, what should I do?
Chris: You think drivers listened to this show?
Me: I think they’re going to be thinking should I smile, should I not?
Chris: We also had an email from... and I hope I say this right... Shashank Shakar Katyayan. “One thing I would like to
comment on is my home team Force India. I have been watching F1 for 8 years, since I was 11, but with Force India
there is renewed interest in F1 and now it’s getting a lot of coverage in the media in India. I really like Sutil and I
know he deserves a better team, but I totally agree with you on Fisichella, he is highly overrated by Vijay and I think
Sutil will outperform him. And about the Singapore tickets, my feeling is that if Singapore can’t handle the ticket
sales properly, then god help them with the organisation of the GP. And god surely needs to help us because there is
no way India can organise an F1 GP by 2010. We have no experience of organising such events.”
Me: Wow. I’ve never heard that viewpoint before, that might require a bit more research. I wonder how much
support Bernie really gives these new countries, whether he just throws them in the deep end and expects them to
sort all the problems out.
Chris: Well, last year, Fuji took on a Grand Prix and they admitted they made mistakes, and Singapore already seem
to be struggling.
Me: So, he takes the money and he runs.
Chris: Our third email...
Me: I’m loving all this feedback.
Chris: ...came from Andrew, he said: “Have you heard that Tesco’s now sell official F1 merchandise? Is there no
lower level for Bernie and his cash cow to stoop to? The clothing range is not very good quality, but obviously suits
the cash hungry partners.” I had a look in our local Tescos and I couldn’t see anything, but Andrew said it was in a
store near him, so I just wanna know if anyone else has seen anything.
Me: Presumably, it’s the lower end of the bracket, not the insanely expensive watches that you can get on the
website.
Chris: Carbon fibre mouse mats.
Me: That kind of thing. Just a hat, maybe a jumper. In some ways this can be seen as a good thing, I mean, Formula 1
haven’t been particularly great at getting their products out into the market, maybe they’re going a bit more
mainstream this year.
Chris: And the last email is from Rhodders, he has a live internet talk radio show called Rhodders FM and he recently
did an interview with Jackie Stewart, and we have a clip of that.
[Audio Clip]
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Rhodders: So, you definitely think there’s more that can be done to help dyslexics nowadays?
Jackie: Oh, an awful lot more, because dyslexics can be enormously creative. It’s just a wiring system, that can be
best explained, in the brain. I mean I still can’t read or write correctly, I simply don’t know the alphabet, I wouldn’t
be able to recite the alphabet to you, I just don’t know it.
[End Audio Clip]
Me: That’s amazing, I didn’t know that. How can I hear more of this interview?
Chris: You can check out the rest on Rhodders.com. That’s R‐H‐O‐D‐D‐E‐R‐S and click on the Jackie Stewart interview
link.
Me: I’m gonna.
Housekeeping
Chris: It is really impressive how many teams have signed up to our Fantasy Racers Sidepodcast league.
Me: We really do have to thank Dan for doing that, it’s looking pretty impressive, isn’t it? How many people are
competing now?
Chris: At the time of recording it was 49.
Me: Shall we do a roll‐call?
Chris: I think we should.
Me: Start the music.
Chris: Team Dank.
Me: Sauber BMW.
Chris: Sidepodcast Racers.
Me: Longdi... long... can I start?
Chris: Yea, you start.
Me: Okay, one more time. Music, maestro. Team Dank.
Chris: Sauber BMW.
Me: Sidepodcast Racers.
Chris: Longitudinal Inertia.
Me: Billington.
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Chris: Little mama.
Me: Jordan F1.
Chris: Optimus F1.
Me: Cam Loops.
Chris: Dossier, what dossier?
Me: Shimanoxc.
Chris: Racing Bulls.
Me: Vee8 F1 Team
Chris: DP: Racer.
Me: Fantasy Racing.
Chris: Laminar Flow.
Me: Team Lotus Cosworth.
Chris: Canuck F1.
Me: Geronimo.
Chris: Scuderia Bigotez.
Me: Tifosi Racing.
Chris: Must Beat Sidepodcast.
Me: What?
Chris: Must Beat Sidepodcast.
Me: Charming. Journeyer Nation.
Chris: Craigblog Racers.
Me: Rhino Formula 1.
Chris: Dribzler Racing.
Me: Team F1 Wolf.
Chris: NG Racing.
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Me: Down Force.
Chris: Peebles F1.
Me: Team GPC.
Chris: Team New Zealand.
Me: Va Va Voom.
Chris: Lady Laney.
Me: Boo NASCAR.
Chris: The Queen’s Men.
Me: Force Dirka F1
Chris: Blitz Kreig.
Me: Blazin’ Angels F1.
Chris: Pursuit Group spa.
Me: Perfect Lineup.
Chris: Team Onomatopoeia.
Me: Back Markers.
Chris: Hannah Montana Racing.
Me: You’re kidding me.
Chris: No.
Me: Chassis Mutt.
Chris: Phoenix Racing.
Me: Fledglings.
Chris: Ecton Brook Racing.
Me: Mess With Da Bull.
Chris: We still want people to join, but can I just ask if we have to update that list, can we just do the new ones?
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Me: I’m slightly upset because last week there was only three people in it and with your choices that meant I had a
50/50 chance of winning. I ain’t got a hope now, have I?
Chris: You’ve got to beat 48 other people.
Me: It’s all got a bit competitive. Who knew our listeners were so competitive and so keen to beat us? Must Beat
Sidepodcast.
Chris: It’s not gonna happen. Sidepodcast Racers are number one.
[Sweeper]
Chris: I just have two other things I wanna say, firstly Sidepodcast Diaries is back.
Me: And for any new listeners what is Sidepodcast Diaries?
Chris: It’s a video diary of my thoughts and feelings about F1 during the week.
Me: Where can you find these thoughts?
Chris: It’s exclusive to YouTube. YouTube.com/sidepodcast.
Me: I liked this weeks. And you’ve got another one coming up in the next seven days?
Chris: Should do.
Me: I’ll make sure I check it out.
Chris: And the second thing I wanted to say is F1 Minute turned 100 on Friday.
Me: You don’t look a day over 40.
[Sound FX: Punch]
Chris: That’s 100 minutes of me talking and there’s plenty more to come because when there’s a race on, I’ll be
going seven days a week.
Me: Oh, there’s gonna be a ton of news on race weekends, I can’t wait to see you condense that into sixty seconds.
Chris: I like a challenge. That’s it for this week, we’ll be back in seven days with more of your predictions and the full
build up to Melbourne.
Me: It looks like I’m off in search of the FIA’s missing appendix.
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